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LTO
TAPE
ARCHIVE

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION SERVICES

Turnkey service for archiving video content onto LTO-6 or LTO-5 tape. You send in your video files that you want
archived, and we return to you the original files and a backup copy on LTO tape. One (1) LTO-6 tape can store up to 2.5TB of
video files, and one (1) LTO-5 Tape can store up to 1.5TB of video files. LTO tapes have a 30 year shelf life. Overall, the
archiving of video content represents the least expensive part of any video project, and yet it can be indispensable in certain
situations. LTO tape backup is inexpensive insurance against possible loss of one-of-a-kind
content and provides peace of mind!
Pricing ranges from $0.20 per GB, down to $0.11 per GB. A minimum order is $250, the
equivalent of archiving 1.5TB of video files. Price includes archive service, tape media, tape
container, UPS Ground shipping service at no extra charge. Other options are available for
multiple copies and offsite storage: a second set of LTO tapes is another $0.08 per GB (8
cents per gigabyte); and offsite storage of an LTO tape is $55 annually.
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HOW IT WORKS
•

Safe Transport of your video assets - With your order, the process begins with shipment of your video
files (assets). It is best practice to always have a duplicate copy of these video files in separate storage,
as backup protection against possible loss or damage in shipment. You have the choice of using your
own external hard-drives, or using "loaner" hard-drives from RHINO STUDIOS, for transport of your video
files. If your files have already been backed up, and you wish to save time, you may send in your own
external hard-drives, and we will pay for the shipment. If instead, you choose to order our "loaner" drives,
we will ship RHINO STUDIOS external hard-drives to your location; these drives to be used for storage
repository of your video files and their shipment back to RHINO STUDIOS, using a RHINO STUDIOS
provided UPS/FEDEX shipping label. The "loaner" drives have interfaces for Firewire 400, Firewire 800,
USB 3.0, Thunderbolt and eSata connections. The benefit to you is that the master video files remain
safe at your location, and are not lost in shipment. The rental rate for our 4TB external drives is $75, and
we collect a $300 deposit on each drive prior to its shipment to you; and this amount is refunded once the
loaner drives are returned to RHINO STUDIOS.

•

Follow Your Instructions - Please provide documentation on job scope - specifying your expected
outcomes, naming conventions, organization, and information tagging of video files to be archived.
*METADATA is optional at a quoted rate.

•

Tape Formats - We archive digital video content to your choice of LTO-6 or LTO-5 Tapes. We format
tapes in open standard LTFS (for customers with mixed Windows and MAC OS) or ARCHIWARE P5 (for
MAC specific shops). Both formats provide inter-exchangeability between computers and tape drive
platforms.

•

Turnaround - Average turnaround within our labs for the archiving portion of the service is 1 day for each
4TB of video being archived, plus time in shipment transit. Restoration of content off LTO tape takes 1-5
business days, and we return the files to you via UPS/FEDEX or Internet transport.
If quicker
restoratiobecomes necessary, the customer will simply need access to a compatible (same generation)
LTO drive for mounting the LTO tapes and restoration of data. The open source framework of the LTO-6
tapes gives our customers the flexibility to restore files in-house, or with any vendor they choose.
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•

Our Process - Archive process includes inventory of contents upon receipt into our lab, review of
customer provided instructions, organization of content to be archived, archiving to tape, verification of
contents - matching source and destination files, cataloging contents placed on LTO tape, making the
catalog available via secure online access, and capturing screen shots of tape file layout. The restoration
process restores files to external hard-drive or web-based storage.
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Deliverables - You receive carrying cases containing the new LTO tape(s) with the archived video content,
and a DVD containing the tape catalog of content and screen shots of file layout on the LTO tape. We
also place a second copy of the LTO in secure storage.

•

Billing and Payment - We ask for payment upon receipt of our invoice(s) for the archived portion of the job
and the first year of managed offsite tape storage. If you choose to rent the "loaner" external hard-drives
for transport of your video files into RHINO STUDIOS, we ask for a credit card deposit fee, this amount
being $300 for every 4TB of "loaner" storage capacity sent to your site. Once the loaner drives are
returned to RHINO STUDIOS, we remove or credit or return the deposit fee. At the end of the first year of
offsite storage, we will send out an invoice for another year of service, at which time the customer can
either choose to continue the service or decline another year of service.

•

Benefits of the Service: 1) competitively priced; 2) managed, secure, reliable, and redundant; 3) flexibility
in restoration options. The end result is that the video projects are saved, and available for restoration
when needed; all without the extra expense of personnel and equipment for managing the process inhouse. We offer LTFS formatting for compatibility with all brands of OS and tape drive; and ARCHIWARE
P5 tape formatting for MAC specific communities. The open formats of LTO-5 and LTO-6 tapes allow for,
or enable, restoration of tape contents by a large community of other vendors and customer partners.
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Other options to consider:
•

media conversion services available for digitizing broadcast tapes, such as BetacamSP, DigiBeta.
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